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Train: reverse AD (Speelpenning, 1980), stochastic∇ descent (Robbins and Monro, 1951).





Compiling Fast Partial Derivatives of Functions Given by Algorithms
(Speelpenning, 1980, PhD thesis)

vs

Learning representations by back-propagating errors
(Rumelhart et al., 1986, Nature 323:533–6)
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big programs vs big data



some math to take home



Stochastic Gradient Descent (Robbins and Monro, 1951)
Define the stochastic hat: E[ ·̂ ] = ·

Find the minimizer w∗ of

E(w) =
1
n

n∑
i=1

Ei(w)

by iterating

w(t+1) = w(t)−ηt∇wÊ(w(t)) = w(t)−ηt∇wEi(w(t))

where i is chosen randomly and ηt > 0 is gradually
decreased, O(t−2) < ηt ≤ O(t−1).

Nowadays: choose i sequentially, mini-batches,
ηt = O(1), momentum.
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Stochastic Hessian-Vector Product

(same as stochastic gradient: sample data)

Ĥv = ∇2Êv
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Stochastic Hessian-Inverse-Vector Product

H−1 =

∞∑
i=0

(I − H)i

choose i ∼ p(i) and

Ĥ−1v = p(i)−1

i times︷ ︸︸ ︷
(I − Ĥ)(· · · ((I − Ĥ) v))

(Assume in radius of convergence. See Agarwal et al., 2016)
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Reversible Learning

Desire: perform reverse AD on f : x 7→ y(tF) where y(tf ) is the result
of numeric integration of an ode with time-dependent x-dependent
driving term,

y(t + ∆t) = y(t) + ∆t g(t, y(t), x)

Naı̈ve reverse AD: store y(t0), y(t0 + ∆t), . . . , t(tF).

Idea: this ode is time reversible; run it backwards during reverse pass.

Problems: (a) the ode is stable, so its time-reversal is unstable;
(b) ∆t > 0 and limited precision cause time reversal to diverge from
primal.

Solution: store info during primal to correct time-reversal so it never
diverges from primal (Maclaurin et al., 2015).



DrMAD: Distilling Reverse-Mode Automatic Differentiation
for Optimizing Hyperparameters of Deep Neural Networks

Jie Fu*̂ Hongyin Luoˆ Jiashi Feng*̂ Kian Hsiang Low*̂ Tat-Seng Chua*̂
*̂ National University of Singapore, Singapore

ˆ Tsinghua University, China

Abstract

The performance of deep neural networks is well-
known to be sensitive to the setting of their hy-
perparameters. Recent advances in reverse-mode
automatic differentiation allow for optimizing hy-
perparameters with gradients. The standard way
of computing these gradients involves a forward
and backward pass of computations. However, the
backward pass usually needs to consume unafford-
able memory to store all the intermediate variables
to exactly reverse the forward training procedure.
In this work we propose a simple but effective
method, DrMAD, to distill the knowledge of the
forward pass into a shortcut path, through which we
approximately reverse the training trajectory. Ex-
periments on two image benchmark datasets show
that DrMAD is at least 45 times faster and con-
sumes 100 times less memory compared to state-
of-the-art methods for optimizing hyperparameters
with minimal compromise to its effectiveness. To
the best of our knowledge, DrMAD is the first re-
search attempt to make it practical to automatically
tunethousands of hyperparameters of deep neu-
ral networks. The code can be downloaded from
https://github.com/bigaidream-projects/drmad/

1 Introduction
Modern machine learning algorithms are rarely
hyperparameter-free. Hyperparameters, such as learn-
ing rate or L2-norm penalties are important for training deep
models. Many works [Bergstra et al., 2011; Shahriari et al.,
2016; Snoek et al., 2012] have shown that the performance
of large-sized deep models is sensitive to the setting of
their hyperparameters. So, tuning hyperparameters is now
recognized as a crucial step in the process of applying
machine learning algorithms to achieve best performance
and drive industrial applications [Shahriari et al., 2016]. For
decades, the de-facto standard for hyperparameter tuning in
machine learning has been a simple grid search [Shahriari
et al., 2016]. Recently, it has been shown that optimizing
hyperparameter in a principled and automatic way can reach
or surpass human expert-level hyperparameter settings for

deep neural networks in a variety of benchmark datasets
[Shahriari et al., 2016; Snoek et al., 2012].

A common choice for hyperparameter optimization is
gradient-free Bayesian optimization [Wang et al., 2013].
Bayesian optimization builds a probability model to describe
the distribution of validation loss conditioned on specific hy-
perparameters, which is obtained by multiple observations
over the pairs of hyperparameter and validation loss. This
probability model is then used to optimize the validation loss
after complete training of the model’s elementary1 parame-
ters. Although those techniques have been shown to achieve
good performance with a variety of models on benchmark
datasets [Shahriari et al., 2016], they can hardly scale up
to handle more than 20 hyperparameters [Maclaurin et al.,
2015; Shahriari et al., 2016]. Here we mean effective hyper-
parameters. It has been shown in [Wang et al., 2013] that
Bayesian optimization can handle high-dimensional inputs
only if the number of effective hyperparameters is small. Due
to this inability, hyperparameters are often considered nui-
sances, encouraging researchers to develop machine learning
algorithms with fewer of them. We argue that being able to
richly hyperparameterize our models is more than a pedantic
trick. For example we can set a separate L2-norm penalty for
each layer,which has been shown to improve the performance
of deep models on several benchmark datasets [Snoek et al.,
2012].

On the other hand, automatic differentiation (AD), as a me-
chanical transformation of an objective function, can calcu-
late gradients with respect to hyperparameters (thus called
hypergradients) accurately [Baydin et al., 2015; Maclaurin
et al., 2015]. Although hypergradients enable us to optimize
thousands of hyperparameters, all the prior attempts [Ben-
gio, 2000; Baydin et al., 2015; Maclaurin et al., 2015] insist
on exactly tracing the training trajectory backwards, which is
impossible for real-world data and deep models from a mem-
ory perspective. Suppose we are to train a neural network on
MNIST dataset, the iteration number is 200,000, and every el-
ementary parameter vector takes up 0.1 GB. In order to trace
the training trajectory backwards, a naïve solution has to store
all the intermediate variables (e.g. weights) at every iteration,

1Following the convention in [Maclaurin et al., 2015], we use
elementary to unambiguously denote the traditional parameters up-
dated by back-propagation, e.g. weights and biases in a neural net-
work.
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deep learning tools





(from What is Theano? http://www.marekrei.com/blog/theano-tutorial/)

http://www.marekrei.com/blog/theano-tutorial/


Gradient-based Optimization of MLP in Lua/Torch7
(runs on real FMRI data)

function classify_net(number_of_voxels, number_of_classes)
local mlp = nn.Sequential()
mlp:add(nn.Dropout(0.5))
mlp:add(nn.Linear(number_of_voxels, number_of_voxels))
mlp:add(nn.ReLU(true))
mlp:add(nn.Dropout(0.5))
mlp:add(nn.Linear(number_of_voxels, number_of_classes))
mlp:add(nn.LogSoftMax())
return mlp

end

function train_classifier(net, criterion, iterations, learning_rate,
training_set)

for i = 1, iterations do
net:training()
local class = net:forward(training_set.fmri)
criterion:forward(class, training_set.labels)
net:zeroGradParameters()
net:backward(fmri, criterion:backward(class, training_set.labels))
net:updateParameters(learning_rate)

end
end



Gradient-based Optimization of MLP in
Julia/ReverseDiffSource

function classify_net(d1, d2, w1, w2, x1)
x1 = d1.*x1
x2 = w1*x1
x2 = log1p(exp(x2))
x2 = d2.*x2
x3 = w2*x2
x3 = log1p(exp(x3))
log(1/(sum(exp(x))*exp(x)))

end

function train_classifier(criterion, iterations, learning_rate, training_set)
d1, d2 = 0.5*rand(4096), 0.5*rand(4096)
w1, w2 = randn(4096, 4096), randn(4096, 12)
dnet = rdiff(classify_net, (d1, d2, w1, w2, training_set))
for i in 1:iterations

d1, d2 = 0.5*rand(4096), 0.5*rand(4096)
_, _, _, dedw1, dedw2, _ = dnet(d1, d2, w1, w2, training_set)
w1 = w1-learning_rate*dedw1
w2 = w2-learning_rate*dedw2

end
end



Gradient-based Optimization of MLP in Python/autograd

def neural_net_predict(parameters, inputs):
for W, b in parameters:

outputs = np.dot(inputs, W) + b
inputs = np.tanh(outputs)

return outputs - logsumexp(outputs, axis=1, keepdims=True)

def l2_norm(parameters):
flattened, _ = flatten(parameters)
return np.dot(flattened, flattened)

def log_posterior(parameters, inputs, targets):
log_prior = -l2_norm(parameters)
log_likelihood = np.sum(neural_net_predict(parameters, inputs) * targets)
return log_prior + log_likelihood

def objective(parameters, iter):
return -log_posterior(parameters, training_set, training_labels)

optimized_parameters = adam(grad(objective), init_parameters,
step_size=step_size,
num_iters=num_epochs * num_batches)
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Abstract

Several large software engineering projects have been undertaken to support
black-box inference methods. In contrast, we emphasize how easy it is to con-
struct scalable and easy-to-use automatic inference methods using only automatic
differentiation. We present a small function which computes stochastic gradients
of the evidence lower bound for any differentiable posterior. As an example, we
perform stochastic variational inference in a deep Bayesian neural network.

1 Introduction

The most interesting and fun part of machine learning is coming up with models and exploring
their properties. Writing gradients and inference procedures can illuminating, but is often a time-
consuming nuisance that slows down the research process.

Automatic variational inference procedures are maturing. Ranganath et al. (2013) showed how to do
black-box stochastic variational inference (BBSVI) in models with continuous parameterizations,
requiring only gradients of the log-posterior. Titsias & Lázaro-Gredilla (2014) applied this method
to large-scale problems by allowing stochasticity due to data subsampling. ‘Black-box’ means that
the only information required about the model is the gradient of its posterior, which can be computed
using automatic differentiation.

This method has great potential to speed up the prototyping and evaluation of statistical models.
However, the most commonly used automatic differentiation packages, Theano (Bastien et al.,
2012), Torch (Collobert et al., 2002), and Stan Stan (2015) require learning a new syntax in which
to express basic operations, essentially acting as interpreters for a restricted mini-language.

In contrast, Autograd is a package which provides automatic differentiation to standard Python,
Numpy (Oliphant, 2007) and Scipy (Jones et al., 2001) code. Autograd can handle Python code
containing control flow primitives such as for loops, while loops, recursion, if statements, clo-
sures, classes, list indexing, dictionary indexing, arrays, array slicing and broadcasting.

Using autograd means that both the model and inference method can be specified in a small amount
of pure Python, allowing rapid development, debugging, ease of deployment, and emphasizing the
simplicity of the underlying method.

2 Very short automatic inference code

Below, we give code for doing black-box stochastic variational inference in any differentiable model
whose parameters can be transformed into an unconstrained space.

Autograd’s grad takes in a function, and returns a function computing its gradient. This gradient
function can be fed into any standard stochastic-gradient-based optimizer. In our experiments, we
used Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014), a variant of RMSprop with momentum.

1

Black-box stochastic variational inference in five lines of Python
(Duvenaud and Adams, 2015, NIPS Workshop on Black-box Learning and Inference)

The Machine Learning community cares about the AD API.



def lower_bound(variational_params, logprob_func, D, num_samples):
# variational_params: the mean and covariance of approximate posterior.
# logprob_func: the unnormalized log-probability of the model.
# D: the number of parameters in the model.
# num_samples: the number of Monte Carlo samples to use.

# Unpack mean and covariance of diagonal Gaussian.
mu, cov = variational_params[:D], np.exp(variational_params[D:])

# Sample from multivariate normal using the reparameterization trick.
samples = npr.randn(num_samples, D) * np.sqrt(cov) + mu

# Lower bound is the exact entropy plus a Monte Carlo estimate of energy.
return mvn.entropy(mu, np.diag(cov)) + np.mean(logprob(samples))

# Get gradient with respect to variational params using autograd.
gradient = grad(lower_bound)

Figure 1: Black-box stochastic variational inference in five lines of Python, using automatic differen-
tiation. The variational objective gradient can be used with any stochastic-gradient-based optimizer.

3 A simple example

As an example that’s easy to visualize, we used BBSVI to fit a Guassian to a simple 2D target
distribution:

def log_posterior(x):
# An example 2D intractable distribution.
mu, log_sigma = x[:, 0], x[:, 1]
prior = norm.logpdf(log_sigma, 0, 1.35)
likelihood = norm.logpdf(mu, 0, np.exp(log_sigma))
return prior + likelihood

Figure 2: Isocontours of a non-Gaussian target distribution, and contours of the correspond-
ing Gaussian approximate posterior. The full code listing for this figure is available at
github.com/HIPS/autograd/tree/master/examples/black box svi.py

2

Black-box stochastic variational inference in five lines of Python
(Duvenaud and Adams, 2015, NIPS Workshop on Black-box Learning and Inference)

The Machine Learning community cares about the AD API.
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Why isn’t automatic differentiation more widely used in the
machine learning community?

1. the ML community doesn’t use Fortran
I it doesn’t even use C much anymore, and hasn’t for a while
I it never used C++ or Java very much
I it uses Matlab a lot, and has for a long time
I it uses Python a lot

2. it typically doesn’t write big programs
I instead it writes small programs that express complicated

mathematical ideas (nuggets) in a dense fashion
I relies a lot on reuse through libraries widely used in the

community
3. it doesn’t need to support legacy code

4. it needs to be nimble
I code written by individuals and small teams
I but shared a lot with other groups that fork the code and build on

it can’t tolerate large build infrastructures that come with
preprocessors

5. it processes huge amounts of data
6. recently, it relies heavily on GPUs
7. it uses idioms that are conveniently formulated with data-parallel constructs



Deep Learning Tool Uptake Requirements

In order for the Deep Learning community to embrace a tool it must
provide them:

I AD
I High speed on large datasets
I Expressive power for algorithms of interest
I High speed on large datasets
I Open source
I High speed on large datasets



Baidu open-sourced
paddlepaddle
on 12-Sep-2016





Take-Home Message
I The AD community has spent a lot of time

developing
I sophisticated methods for taking gradients (forward mode,

reverse mode, checkpointing, . . . )
I that apply to programs

I The ML community has spent a lot of time
developing

I specialized methods for taking gradients
I that apply to neural nets (feed forward data-flow graphs

constructed out of a small number of node types)
I but has made them fast (GPU implementations)
I to run on huge datasets (ImageNet, MSCOCO, Sports1M, . . . )

I The AD community is tiny (≈50)
I The ML community is huge (≈15000)
I The ML community is rediscovering AD
I There is a window of opportunity for the AD

community to have impact in the ML community



ML and AD

opportunity for ideas
to flow

back and forth



Good News
&

Bad News



EOT
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Have you ever seen the Citation Indexes (CIs) for the year 1600? At that time, a very

active community was working on the reconstruction of planetary movements by means

of epicycles. In principle, any ellipse around the Sun may be approximated by sufficiently

many epicycles around the Earth. This is a non-trivial geometrical task, especially given

the lack of analytical tools (sums of series). And the books and papers of many talented

geometers quoted one another. Scientific knowledge, however, was already taking other

directions. Science has a certain ‘inertia’, it is prudent (at times, it has been exceedingly

so, mostly for political or metaphysical reasons), but even under the best of conditions,

we all know how difficult it is to accept new ideas, to let them blossom in time, away

from short-term pressures.

At best, CIs transform this slowness into a tool for judgement. If used unwisely, as is

increasingly the case, they discourage people (young ones in particular) right from the

outset from daring to think, from exploring new paths: how is it possible to find a job

today in the field of science or to get tenure without the inertial consensus of the majority,

of the largest research areas, imposed by CIs? So the avalanche effect inhibits or even

eliminates variety, which is at the core of culture and science. And the preventive effect

against novelty is what we particularly fear.

At Ecole Normale Supérieure, in Paris, the departments of Mathematics, of Physics,

and of Computer Science have expressed their firm opposition to the increasing use

of CIs as a tool for scientific evaluation, or for characterising scientific laboratories.

Note that eight out of the nine Fields Medals obtained in France have been given to

former students and/or teachers from this Mathematics department (Grothendieck is

the exception: outliers are always to be expected). The Physics department counts two

Nobel Awards and has an extraordinary scientific history. In areas that are familiar

to the readers of this journal, as well as in many other fields, the relatively young

Computer Science department, which originated from the Mathematics department, has

an impressive record. We join our colleagues in this institution, as we all believe that the

use of CIs, as a spreading international phenomenon, is one step further away from a

balanced mix between a ‘culture of knowledge’ and a ‘culture of results’ towards a pure

culture of results: in the field of science, this is an assured path to having no more results.

Concerning editorial and publishing activities, in addition to the distortions in judge-

ments induced by so-called ‘impact factors’ for journals (see the ranking quoted below,

which is fluctuating because ill-founded), further distortion is caused by having a very

small number of self-selected commercial organisations assume the crucial task of deciding

just ‘what’ to index. From the perspective of this well-established journal, we observe that

http:/www.cambridge.org/core/terms. http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0960129508007391
Downloaded from http:/www.cambridge.org/core. IP address: 149.157.248.95, on 08 Sep 2016 at 13:49:48, subject to the Cambridge Core terms of use, available at



Debian package population count



Debian package population count (with usage)



Outline

1. beginning (ML rocks)
I because they’re smart
I and generous
I and work on important stuff
I count their citations
I look at their pretty pictures
I follow the money

2. middle (technical gobbledygook)
I caffe, theano, torch, tensorflow, grad, autograd, robust first class

verbiage
I reverse mode by reversing a reversible ode leaving bread crumbs
I from stochastic gradient descent to stochastic hessian inverse

product
I limited by their tools but they’re working hard

3. end (take home message)
I if we don’t service the ML community they will eat AD for lunch


